Safe Zone meeting  
Friday, January 6th, 2012  
1pm ~ WUC Little D

Crush trivia night was set at January 21st, from 3pm to 6pm which falls during Happy Hour. The usual concept will be used: A wristband will cost $5 which will give the buyer 15% off one menu item plus it will get them into trivia. Prizes have yet to be acquired but the poster has been made.

Rocco and Athens’s Boys Choir sent an email informing us that they want to come back. They will be in the area March 5th. They would cost $3000. However, since they will already be in the area, they might cost less.

The committee briefly discussed bringing Jessica Pettitt in during February.

The Making It Better Kick Off was discussed. The Kick Off will include info booths, video making, cooking decorating, shirt making, and button making.

The committee covered a range of button designs that could be made for the future:

- “Ask me about my pronouns”
- Pride flags
- Symbols
- Straight but not narrow
- “Marriage is not gender exclusive”

It was mentioned that the co-chair's mother runs a button company and may be willing to donate buttons of larger sizes.

There has been a call to create a place where people can ask questions of Safe Zone anonymously and where Safe Zone can provide more resources for the community. A forum was presented as a good place for this, but there was some concern over running a forum. Another option would be to run a blog on a site like Tumblr, Blogspot, or Wordpress.